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 An organization that today encounters many problems to which I am familiar with is 

________. Ever since my employment at ________ I have noticed many problems with overall 

business acts, customer service, employee rights and corporate. These problems have not gotten 

better and is slowly getting worse as my company is feeding into the stupidity that is presented to 

it. Although, ________ does attempt to better itself by implementing new business policies to 

better service and employee right. The yet as I learned without a watchful eyes these policies will 

just be ignored and instead lead to bigger issues. 

 _________  was a small homely company till it was bought out then its employees were 

expected to immediately adapt to the new company’s style of handling business. There was no 

real problem with that except for the stubbornness of those who don't know how to move on. 

Besides the snideness of employees who think that just because they were employed for several 

years that they can get away with anything and not get fired there are the employees who are 

only hired because their friends or family of management. Finally the fact that the management 

chooses favorites and those chosen will not receive documentation for their actions that goes 

against store conduct. 

 __________ is very dependent on the budget of their individual store when it comes to 

hours and employees. The fact that there are about two other ___________ within a four block 

radius of my store the budget is very tight and cuts get made a lot. It does not even become a fair 

game as my _________ is the smallest of the three and thus we miss many products that 

customers require.  Our corrupt management now begins to play a game of favoritism as the 

employees that they do not like (no matter the work ethic) are dropped and the workload 

becomes divided amongst the other employees.  

__________ is trying to fix their problems by creating new systems to rid the workplace 

of employees who cannot comply. First they began with secret shoppers but saying “Hi, need 

help” to every customer smudges out that. Then they introduced paper with information on what 

they expect us all to know but management just gives us a cheat sheet. Finally there's the district 

visits but if we clean up the store for a week we play it off and after the store just ends up 

looking like a pigsty again. In conclusion one cannot simply change ____________ system 

because it’s made of schemers who spent years lying to make themselves look good and it will 

always remain that way.          

 


